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Vizergy® Enhances TargetingHub™ – A game changing platform that identifies target prospects
based on your guest history through multiple data interfaces, so hotel marketers can deploy
smarter marketing campaigns.
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. -TargetingHub™ expands the functionality of the Vizergy Marketing System (VMS™) by allowing
clients to easily integrate PMS and POS data with various marketing databases such as Salesforce and IBM’s Watson
Campaign Automation in one central platform. These interfaces allow customers to seamlessly analyze customer data,
launch strategic marketing campaigns and measure results, all within one system.
TargetingHub is part of the Vizergy Marketing System (VMS™) that makes managing a user's website CMS, analytics and
marketing calendar effortless. Using the TargetingHub is simple. Users connect their PMS data either through an interface
or third-party upload app. The data is analyzed, appended and enriched, providing a complete analysis of a user's most
profitable customers. Clients can pick and choose which filters to view including revenue percentage, dates of arrival,
advanced booking window, need periods and more. A customer insights dashboard provides concise visibility into multiple
demographic and geographic data points. These enhancements make this a powerful new customer acquisition engine.
TargetingHub is built to seamlessly accommodate a number of prominent marketing platforms including Google,
Facebook, IBM-Watson, Salesforce and more. This tightly integrated combination of technologies allows the user to
leverage multiple marketing tools and channels from a single source and deploy omnichannel marketing campaigns
instantly.
Additionally, TargetingHub interfaces with dozens of the industry’s most recognized and used Property Management
Systems.
With over 140 pre-defined campaign ideas tailored to the hospitality industry, marketers can quickly plan and launch
marketing campaigns with robust ROI tracking within the Vizergy Marketing System platform.
“TargetingHub is solving the problem of smart data marketers having to use many disparate systems” Robert Arnold,
President of Vizergy says “There are many platforms that manage data but none that offer a simplistic analysis and view
of who your best customers are, how to reach them, and how to find more customers like them. Our product is helping
hotels drive revenues while reducing the need for expensive IT teams that speak a completely different language than
your marketing department”.
Availability
Learn how the TargetingHub can work for you by requesting a FREE demo.
About Vizergy® Digital Marketing
Vizergy serves the world’s hospitality industry with stunning website design and fiercely competitive tools to maximize revenue.
Our formula for success includes cutting-edge technologies, innovative digital marketing programs and the best professionals in the
industry.
At Vizergy, hospitality marketing is not only our mission, it’s our sole focus. For almost 20 years, Vizergy has relentlessly developed
and deployed the best technologies and talent to serve thousands of hospitality clients with excellence. We deliver best-in-class
solutions and the most meaningful results for our clients" bottom lines. From complete responsive website design and development,
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to proven award–winning digital marketing programs, strategies, and media campaigns, Vizergy deploys turnkey online marketing
solutions to empower clients to win in today’s complex and competitive hospitality industry.
For more information, please visit www.vizergy.com.
Contact: Zach Turner | Corporate Marketing Manager | Vizergy | +1.904.389.1130 Ext. 114 | zach.t@vizergy.com
Visit our Blog and Connect with Vizergy on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.
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